
ANNOYING HABITS OF 
PEOPLE YOU LIVE WITH  
 

 

Putting empty boxes/containers/bottles back in the fridge/cabinet. Because finding that entire 
carton of milk only had 2 drops in it is awesome!   

Leaving dirty dishes/empty glasses around the house.  Because a tiny little magical fairy aka the 
maid that doesn’t exist will pick it up and clean it for me. 

Using cellphone at the dinner table. Let me read about something stupid on the internet instead of 
talking to people I am having dinner with.  

Leaving a bunch of food/debris in the sink after using the sink. Because a tiny little magical fairy 
aka the maid that doesn’t exist just LOVE picking up all that gross crap from the sink that you just 
poured out of your bowl. YUM! 

Not cleaning up the oven/stove after use. Because the next person who must use it just LOVE seeing 
all the grease and gunk that splattered all over the place! Maybe the fairy will do it for me? 

Hair in the sink and bathroom areas. Because making other people gag is your goal/endgame here.  

Stealing chargers/moving them and not returning them to their original spots. Well next time when 
you have a dying phone, it won’t be where you thought it was! 

After using the couch, not putting the pillows back in place and not folding the blankets. Because 
a tiny little magical fairy aka the maid that doesn’t exist will do it for me eventually! 

Using other's peoples things without asking and not putting it back. Please, help yourself... I love it 
when other people touch and use my shit!  

Taking long showers. Hot water is unlimited! 

Not hanging up the towel after a shower. Everyone loves a wet, moist, damp towel.  

Leaving the toilet seat up.  Why, I do that all the time because I am fucking stupid!   

Not replacing a nearly empty/completely empty toilet roll.  Who doesn’t love wiping their bare dirty 
asscracks with hands? 


